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Chapter 2611 

The change in the situation was too sudden.Just a moment ago, Araki Takeshi and Shi Wunian were 

evenly matched. Who would have thought that in the blink of an eye, Shi Wunian would be killed by 

Araki Takeshi with a single punch!Shi Wunian was defeated too quickly and too suddenly.The Immortal 

Kings on the peak of Jianmu Mountain could not react for a moment.The Heavenly Kings of the Pure 

Lands were so shocked that their eyes almost popped out of their sockets. They were both shocked and 

furious!Shi Wunian came from Mount Meru of the Pure Lands. He was the number one person in this 

batch of Buddhist sects and had just been conferred the title of Supreme Arhat.Who would have 

thought that on the second day after Shi Wunian obtained the title of Supreme Arhat, he would be killed 

by Araki Takeshi on the spot!Shi Wunian would probably become the fastest Supreme Arhat to fall since 

ancient times.By the time the Heavenly Kings came back to their senses, the battle had already 

begun.Wu Dao's true body attacked continuously. None of the Perfected Immortal prodigies of the two 

regions were a match for him.Blood flowed like a river under the Divine Tree of Jianmu!One had to 

know that the 200 Perfected Immortals and Arhats who could cultivate under the Divine Tree of Jianmu 

could be considered the future, foundation, and hope of the two regions.They were the most 

outstanding successors of the various sects and factions.Seeing these prodigies die one after another, 

the Immortal Kings and Heavenly Kings of the various sects and factions could no longer sit still!No 

matter what, they had to save their successors first.If they allowed Araki Takeshi to continue like this, 

not many of the 200 Perfected Immortals would survive!The peerless Immortal Kings of the two regions 

could still remain calm.It was enough for an ordinary Immortal King to step in.If they needed a peerless 

Immortal King to deal with a Supreme True Demon, it would be too much of a fuss.Wu Dao's true body 

was about to take advantage of the chaos to kill the Moonlight Sword Immortal in the crowd, but three 

Immortal Kings and four Heavenly Kings descended and blocked his path.Seven Grotto-Heaven Realm 

experts arrived on the battlefield and emitted a powerful divine sense pressure, directly locking onto 

Wu Dao's true body!"Demon, stop what you're doing! The sea of blood is boundless, turn back and be 

saved! Lay down your butcher's knife and become a Buddha on the spot! " 

 

A Buddhist Heavenly King chanted in Sanskrit. At the same time, he raised his wooden mallet and 

slammed it heavily on the wooden fish in his hand, producing a heart-stirring sound!The other two 

Immortal Kings also stretched out their palms, pressing down on Wu Dao's true body."Hmph!"In the 

face of the attacks of the Grotto Heaven Realm powerhouses, Wu Dao's original body actually advanced 

instead of retreating. With a cold snort, he raised two fists and collided with the palms of the two 

Celestial Kings.Seeing this, the cultivators felt a sense of absurdity in their hearts.It was unknown if this 

Araki Takeshi from the Devil Domain was a madman, or if his mind was muddled. He actually dared to go 

head-on against an Immortal King with his bare hands. Wasn't this courting death?Bang! Bang!The 

speed at which the two Celestial Kings attacked was very fast, but their speed of retreat was even 

faster!In the blink of an eye, the two Celestial Kings were sent flying by Wu Dao's original body with two 

punches!The two Celestial Kings' faces were filled with shock. They only felt that the moment they 

collided with Wu Dao's original body, they felt a destructive divine power crazily surging into their 

bodies. The two of them could not withstand it at all.Ka ka ka!A sharp pain came from the arms of the 

two Celestial Kings as the sound of bones cracking rang out.Under countless gazes, the flesh and blood 

on the arms of the two Celestial Kings were torn apart. Their bones broke into pieces and a cloud of 



blood mist burst out!Their internal organs were also shaken by the violent impact. They coughed out 

large mouthfuls of blood and their expressions were dispirited.Hiss!The crowd sucked in a breath of cold 

air and turned pale with fright.Celestial Kings condensed their grotto-heavens. When they cultivated, 

they used their grotto-heavens to nourish their bodies and bloodlines. Their physiques were powerful 

and their strength was astonishing, far surpassing that of the True One Realm.And now, the two 

Celestial Kings were actually severely injured by two punches from a True Demon in close combat!What 

kind of power was this?Just what level had this Araki Takeshi reached?The remaining Celestial King and 

the four Heavenly Kings were also shocked by the scene Just Now.The five Grotto-Heaven Realm experts 

tacitly activated their small grotto-heavens without hesitation!Boom! Boom! Boom! 

 

The five Grotto-Heaven Realm experts released their respective small grotto-heavens. They did not dare 

to hold back at all as they pushed their Immortal King battle prowess to the peak!Araki Takeshi of the 

Demon Realm was troublesome and terrifying. It had already exceeded their imagination.They did not 

want to suffer a huge setback at the hands of Araki Takeshi in front of the crowd.Wu Dao's original body 

looked at the Celestial King and the four Heavenly Kings with a cold gaze. His entire body was filled with 

a chilling aura that made one's heart palpitate.Immediately after, Wu Dao's original body circulated his 

Qi and blood. An earth-shattering sound of a tsunami came from his body as his aura skyrocketed!Two 

balls of purple flames ignited in his eyes. They were deep and bright, and could not be looked at 

directly!In the next moment, Wu Dao's original body faced the five Celestial Kings. He took another step 

forward and punched out!This punch enveloped the Celestial King and the four Heavenly Kings!It 

exploded like fire and surged like the sea!This punch looked simple, but it condensed all of Wu Dao's 

Dao techniques and will.Unyielding, resistance!Straight to the heart, quick to repay kindness and 

hatred!This was a simple punch without any unnecessary movements.The Great Dao was simple.His 

original body's fist was Wu Dao!All of the Dao techniques and power in the perfected True Wu Dao's 

body were condensed into this punch!Boom!The fist of Wu Dao's original body collided with the five 

grotto-heavens opposite him. The surrounding void trembled.Then, the eyes of the Celestial King and 

the four Heavenly Kings gradually changed.The five of them looked at Wu Dao's original body as if they 

had seen a god. They were shocked and afraid!Rumble!Under everyone's gaze, the grotto-heavens that 

the five of them had just propped up were destroyed by Wu Dao's original body with a single punch. 

They collapsed and turned into nothingness."This …"All the cultivators widened their eyes in shock and 

disbelief.This scene had already exceeded the understanding of the cultivators.The power of the 

Supreme True Demon could already surpass the True Self Realm and the Grotto-Heaven Realm to reach 

such a terrifying level?Even the peerless Celestial Kings on the peak of Jianmu Mountain subconsciously 

stood up, their hearts trembling! 

 

With their eyesight, they could naturally tell that Araki Takeshi's punch just now did not involve the 

power of the grotto-heavens at all.In other words, Araki Takeshi of the Demon Domain had yet to step 

into the Grotto-Heaven Realm.That punch was purely based on the power of his physical body and 

bloodline.Even so, it was already so terrifying!Although the Celestial King and the four Heavenly Kings 

were only at the initial stage of the Grotto-Heaven Realm and had only condensed a small grotto-

heaven, a small grotto-heaven was still a grotto-heaven. How could the most powerful attack of an 

Immortal King be destroyed by a single punch?Even if it was them, it would be difficult for them to do so 

without releasing their large grotto-heavens.The five small grotto-heavens collapsed. The Celestial King 

and the four Heavenly Kings were shocked. They did not dare to block in front of Wu Dao's original body 



and hurriedly retreated to avoid the attack.The seven Grotto-Heaven Realm experts had just rushed 

forward when they were scattered by Wu Dao's original body with a few punches.Once the seven 

Celestial Kings retreated, the Perfected Immortal elites under the Divine Tree were once again exposed 

to Wu Dao's original body.Wu Dao's original body's gaze turned and landed on the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal!Hiss!In an instant, the Moonlight Sword Immortal felt all the hair on her body stand on end 

and her scalp go numb. She seemed to have lost control of her body.She had been targeted! 

Chapter 2612 

The Moonlight Sword Immortal felt very innocent.Under the instigation of Shi Wunian, Zhuo Wuchen, 

and the others, more than half of the cultivators under the Divine Tree attacked Wu Dao's real 

body.There were only a few cultivators who did not make a move, and he was one of them.Yunzhu and 

Mo Qing knew Wu Dao's real body, so they naturally did not make a move.As a supreme Perfected 

Immortal, Jun Yu was too embarrassed to join forces with others, so she did not make a move.The 

reason why the Moonlight Sword Immortal did not make a move was simple.This was because he had a 

sudden feeling that a great disaster was about to befall him.Moreover, he did not know why, but he had 

a feeling that Araki Takeshi from the Demon Domain wanted to make an example out of him!The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal did not make a move because he was afraid that he would give Araki Takeshi 

a reason to attack.However, he did not expect that although he had been honest and did not lay a finger 

on Araki Takeshi and had no enmity with Araki Takeshi, he was still targeted in the end!The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal was puzzled and indignant.Just now, Araki Takeshi's demonic power was so strong that 

even a Grotto-Heaven realm Immortal King was defeated. What was he, who was ninth on the Perfected 

Immortal Leaderboard?Araki Takeshi could probably crush him to death with just a finger!The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal did not have the heart to resist and turned to flee without thinking. At the 

same time, he shouted for help in the direction of the Divine Tree Mountain."Trying to escape?"Wu 

Dao's real body sneered and sped toward the Moonlight Sword Immortal at an extremely fast speed.No 

one dared to stop him wherever he passed!At this moment, a figure flashed in front of him, as if carrying 

the vast starry sky, mysterious and unfathomable.The supreme Perfected Immortal, Jun Yu, had 

appeared!She was unwilling to join forces with others to deal with Wu Dao's real body. She was the only 

one who dared to stand out and block the path of Wu Dao's real body.Seeing this scene, Mo Qing was 

shocked and worried about Jun Yu's safety.After all, in her opinion, Araki Takeshi did things without any 

scruples and was from the Demon Domain. He was decisive in killing. Even an Immortal King would be 

defeated by him, let alone Jun Yu."Don't worry."At that moment, Yun Zhu's voice rang in Mo Qing's 

mind. She said with certainty, "Jun Yu will be fine." 

 

Yunzhu knew the identity of Wu Dao's original body.Therefore, she was certain that Wu Dao's original 

body would never harm Jun Yu.Seeing Jun Yu blocking his path, Wu Dao's footsteps paused slightly. He 

said indifferently, "You are not my opponent."Before his voice fell, Wu Dao's main body had already 

attacked.Different from the previous attacks, this time, Wu Dao's original body did not unleash any 

heaven destroying and earth extinguishing punch. He only pressed two fingers together, forming the 

shape of a sword finger, and pierced towards Jun Yu's forehead.Before the sword finger arrived, Jun Yu 

felt the space between her eyebrows swell slightly and a sharp pain came from it!"Very strong 

indeed!"Jun Yu thought to herself.Facing Araki Takeshi, she didn't dare to hold back. She formed a seal 

with both hands and gently pointed in the direction of Wu Dao's original body, shouting in a low voice, 

"Space-time Imprisonment!"Jun Yu didn't hold back and released this supreme divine ability!A powerful 



and mysterious force instantly descended. Everything in this space couldn't move, nor could they feel 

the passage of time.The air around Wu Dao's original body seemed to have quietened down in an 

instant.But soon, the perfected real body of Wu Dao bloomed with a purple halo, flickering with 

countless mysterious runes. Wu Dao's original body instantly broke free from the Space-time 

Imprisonment!To be precise, this couldn't be considered breaking free.This supreme divine ability 

almost didn't have any effect on Wu Dao's original body.The entire situation was like a game of 

chess.Jun Yu's move was wrong and she was at a disadvantage.Wu Dao's original body had already 

arrived in front of Jun Yu. His sword finger was hanging between her eyebrows, ready to swallow and 

spit out sword qi at any time, bursting with killing intent!Jun Yu's body moved and took a step back 

diagonally. Her movement technique was strange and incomparably mysterious.Immortal King Ling 

Long's Nine Palace Subtle Steps!The Nine Palaces Subtle Steps wasn't known for its speed, but in battle, 

it could often be used to find a way out of death!Jun Yu released the Nine Palaces Subtle Steps, planning 

to temporarily pull away from Wu Dao's original body before making plans.But at the same time that Jun 

Yu dodged diagonally behind, Wu Dao's original body moved, as if breaking through layers of the void, 

and actually followed. 

 

The two of them were practically one in front and one behind. The distance between them didn't pull 

apart at all!Wu Dao's original body's sword finger was still hanging between Jun Yu's eyebrows!Jun Yu's 

heart skipped a beat. She hurriedly released the Nine Palaces Subtle Steps again, wanting to shake off 

Wu Dao's original body's pursuit.But Wu Dao's original body followed suit, like a shadow."How is this 

possible!"Jun Yu was alarmed.Araki Takeshi could actually break the Nine Palaces Subtle Steps and even 

follow her!"I've said before, you're not my match."Wu Dao's original body emphasized again. With a 

move, he chased in the direction of the Moonlight Sword Immortal."Don't go, the outcome hasn't been 

decided yet …"Jun Yu took a step forward, wanting to call out to Wu Dao's original body.But suddenly, 

she felt a trace of warmth gradually flowing down from between her eyebrows.Jun Yu touched it 

subconsciously. Her hand was covered in blood.Her glabella had been pierced through!In other words, if 

Araki Takeshi of the Fiend Region had moved his sword finger an inch forward, Sword Qi would have 

pierced through her Essence Spirit!But Araki Takeshi had just started a massacre. Why didn't he kill 

me?Jun Yu could vaguely sense that Araki Takeshi's treatment of her was somewhat different. At the 

very least, he didn't unleash an overly ferocious and terrifying attack. Instead, he left some leeway.A 

sense of helplessness suddenly rose in Jun Yu's heart.The difference between the two of them was too 

great!In front of Araki Takeshi of the Fiend Region, even her fighting spirit and fighting spirit were 

severely suppressed. She couldn't even raise her head.Although there was a slight delay, Wu Dao's 

original body was extremely fast. Just as the Moonlight Sword Immortal was about to reach the Jianmu 

Mountain Range, he caught up with her!Whoosh!Wu Dao's original body didn't say anything. He raised 

his hand and punched out.All of a sudden!A crack appeared in the void beside the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal, and a white-haired elder flashed out. He glared at Wu Dao's original body and shouted, 

"Demon, how dare you hurt my academy's disciple!"The Grand Elder of Qiankun Academy had arrived! 

 

Although the Grand Elder of Qiankun Academy was old, he was still at the Grotto-Heaven Realm after 

all. He was a peerless Immortal King!Seeing that ordinary Immortal Kings couldn't stop Wu Dao's original 

body at all, the Grand Elder of Qiankun Academy couldn't sit still and had to step forward personally!No 

matter what, the Moonlight Sword Immortal was the number one true disciple of Qiankun Academy. He 

couldn't afford to lose her.The Grand Elder of Qiankun Academy stretched out his slightly skinny hand 



and clenched it into a fist. He activated his bloodline and collided with the fist of Wu Dao's original 

body!Bang!The two fists collided, and the sound of defeat could be heard.Neither of them retreated half 

a step.Wu Dao's original body looked at the Moonlight Sword Immortal, who was frantically fleeing 

toward the peak of the Jianmu Mountain, and a trace of coldness flashed across his eyes. He activated 

his Essence Spirit and activated his Divine Ability, pointing at the Moonlight Sword Immortal from 

afar."Eternal Damnation!"A supreme Divine Ability erupted!Wu Dao's original body rarely used Divine 

Abilities or secret techniques in battle.It wasn't that he didn't know how to use them. It was just that 

most of the time, he didn't need to use any Divine Abilities or secret techniques.His Divine Abilities and 

secret techniques had already been integrated into the body of the real Wu Dao!At this moment, Wu 

Dao's original body had just used a Divine Ability and directly released a supreme Divine Ability, causing 

a series of exclamations!The Moonlight Sword Immortal turned back and looked. She was so scared that 

her face turned pale, and despair filled her heart.With her strength, she couldn't withstand a supreme 

Divine Ability at all.Moreover, this Eternal Damnation was even more terrifying than Space-Time 

Imprisonment in terms of killing power!The Grand Elder of Qiankun Academy was held back by Wu 

Dao's original body and couldn't get away for a moment. He could only wave his sleeves and throw out a 

powerful secret technique, which crashed toward Eternal Damnation! 

Chapter 2613 

Eternal Damnation originated from the last tribulation of the 99 Heavenly Tribulations.The myriad 

Heavenly Tribulations transformed into countless runes that emitted a destructive aura. They descended 

densely, covering the sky and the sun!Tribulation of Formation, Tribulation of Stopping, Tribulation of 

Destruction, Tribulation of Void …Tribulation of Fire, Tribulation of Water, Tribulation of Wind, 

Tribulation of Weapons …Every tribulation evolved into countless smaller tribulations. The three 

calamities, nine disasters, and ten evil tribulations were like a tide of Heavenly Tribulations, surging 

toward the Moonlight Sword Immortal to devour him!In an instant, an apocalyptic scene appeared 

above the Moonlight Sword Immortal's head!Amidst the tide of Heavenly Tribulations, the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal trembled slightly, appearing extremely small and insignificant. The True Essence 

radiance on his body had already been torn to shreds.The Moonlight Sword Immortal withstood the 

pressure, his eyes bloodshot. As if his life depended on it, he activated his Dao Fruit Primordial Spirit, 

condensed his True Essence, and continuously released Divine Powers and mystic techniques.However, 

his Divine Powers and mystic techniques surged into the tide of Heavenly Tribulations like a stone ox 

entering the sea. They did not stir up any waves and disappeared in the blink of an eye.In the face of 

supreme Divine Powers, all his counterattacks were insignificant!At this moment, the Academy Grand 

Elder's mystic technique descended. A huge hand appeared above the Moonlight Sword Immortal's 

head, holding back the surging tide of Heavenly Tribulations!Although supreme Divine Powers were 

powerful, Wu Dao's original body was limited by his cultivation realm. Eternal Damnation could not 

harm a peerless Immortal King like the Academy Grand Elder at all.However, the tide of Heavenly 

Tribulations kept surging, wanting to flow through the gaps between the fingers of the huge hand and 

continue to threaten the Moonlight Sword Immortal."Hmph!"The Academy Grand Elder snorted coldly. 

The huge hand suddenly exerted force and clenched into a fist!Boom!The tide of Heavenly Tribulations 

suddenly exploded, and a loud sound came from mid-air!The huge hand grabbed, and the terrifying 

power of a peerless Immortal King directly destroyed the power of Eternal Damnation.The Moonlight 

Sword Immortal was right beside the huge hand and Eternal Damnation. The two powers collided, and 

the remaining power surged, forming a storm that instantly engulfed him!"Ah!"The Moonlight Sword 



Immortal screamed.Although Eternal Damnation was destroyed by the Academy Grand Elder, there 

were still many damaged Heavenly Tribulations, damaged runes, and supreme Divine Powers left 

behind.Such Dao was of course no threat to Immortal Kings.However, the Moonlight Sword Immortal 

was only a True Immortal. She could not withstand it at all! 

 

If the First Elder of the Academy had not chosen to clash with Damnation of Eternity and had only 

blocked it, the Moonlight Sword Immortal would still have had a chance to escape.The Grand Elder of 

the Academy chose to clash head-on with the Supreme Divine Ability. The aftershock of the attack 

spread, and the Moonlight Sword Immortal didn't even have time to escape!In the blink of an eye, 

wounds appeared on the Moonlight Sword Immortal's body. Some were so deep that her bones could 

be seen, and some even revealed her internal organs. It was a ghastly sight!Worst of all, one of the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal's arms had been chopped off by a broken Weapon Tribulation 

rune!"Ah! Ah! Ah! "The Moonlight Sword Immortal fell to the ground, her body twitching uncontrollably 

as she let out a shrill cry. Her body was covered in blood and she was almost 

unrecognizable."Hmm?"When the Great Elder of the Academy saw the tragic state that the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal was in, his expression changed. He immediately propped up his Grotto-Heaven and 

repelled Wu Dao's original body. In an instant, he appeared beside the Moonlight Sword Immortal.The 

Grand Elder of the Academy took out a few immortal pills and fed them to the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal.Then, he conjured a series of incantations and released several healing mystic arts on the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal."Ah! Ah! It hurts! "After a few healing mystic arts, the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal's cries became even more tragic. Her entire body was convulsing, and the injuries on her body 

showed no signs of healing!No one knew if it was the effect of the immortal pills or the Grand Elder's 

healing mystic arts, but the Moonlight Sword Immortal seemed to have regained a brief moment of 

consciousness. She looked at the Grand Elder of the Academy with a pleading expression."It's too 

painful! Quick, quick, kill me. Give me a quick death! "The Moonlight Sword Immortal's voice was 

trembling slightly.Looking at the Moonlight Sword Immortal at the foot of the mountain and hearing her 

horrifying cries, the cultivators gasped and shuddered."Beyond redemption. It's too scary!""Once one is 

hit by this supreme Divine Power, no injuries can be healed. At this rate, the Moonlight Sword Immortal 

will not be able to hold on for long. She will be tortured to death by her own injuries!""One of the three 

great Sword Immortals of the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm, ranked ninth on the Perfected 

Immortal Leaderboard. To think that she would end up like this today." 

 

When the immortals and monks saw this scene, their hearts were filled with emotions and they sighed 

endlessly.Originally, everyone was still feeling sorry for Shi Wunian and the others when they saw Araki 

Takeshi kill them with a single punch.But now, compared to the Moonlight Sword Immortal, Shi Wunian 

and the others died without any pain. They were considered lucky.Another person sighed. "If I had 

known this would happen, the Moonlight Sword Immortal would not have escaped just now. She was 

killed by Araki Takeshi with a single punch so that she would not have to suffer such pain and 

torture."Although Mo Qing had been dissatisfied with the Moonlight Sword Immortal for a long time, 

she could not help but shake her head and sigh when she saw him in such a miserable state.The 

Moonlight Sword Immortal had once said in front of her, "If Araki Takeshi dares to appear before me, I 

will definitely cut off his facade and shatter his legend with a single sword."This sentence seemed to 

have been said just yesterday.Thinking back to that scene, it seemed somewhat ironic.Perhaps even the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal himself did not expect that he would really meet Araki Takeshi and end up in 



such a state.There were many cultivators present, but apart from Yunzhu, probably no one else knew 

why Araki Takeshi would look for the Moonlight Sword Immortal.The Moonlight Sword Immortal had 

targeted Su Zimo many times and even joined forces with outsiders to trap and kill him!If he killed the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal directly, it would be too easy for him!Only by letting him die in pain and 

torture could it be considered a punishment for him!Over at the Green Firmament Immortal Domain.Lin 

Luo looked at the Moonlight Sword Immortal, who was covered in blood and screaming in pain, and 

frowned slightly."Mother, is there no way to resolve this Dao of eternal damnation?" Lin Luo 

asked.Immortal King Ling Long said, "Of course there is, but it is very difficult, unless this Moonlight can 

comprehend the mysteries of the Grotto-Heaven realm on her own and become an Immortal 

King."Looking at his current situation, it will be difficult for him to survive, let alone try to step into the 

Grotto-Heaven realm."Lin Luo asked again, "After all, eternal damnation is only a supreme Mystical 

Power. Could it be that even an Immortal King is unable to suppress this power?""Of course."Immortal 

King Ling Long said, "Any Immortal King present can expel eternal damnation as long as they use their 

Grotto-Heaven. 

 

"But at the same time, Moonlight will not be able to save his life. He will be crushed to death by the 

power of the Grotto-Heaven!"The Dao of eternal damnation had already fused into every inch of the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal's wounds.If his Essence Spirit wanted to escape, it would be attacked by the 

power of eternal damnation.Removing eternal damnation from his body meant that even his physical 

body, bloodline, and even his Essence Spirit would be completely suppressed and crushed!After pausing 

for a moment, Immortal King Ling Long changed the topic and said, "However, nothing is absolute. If 

there is an Immortal King's Grotto-Heaven that condenses endless vitality, it might be able to help him 

resolve eternal damnation and save his life."However, there are very few such Immortal Kings. At least 

in the Heaven Realm, I have never heard of an Immortal King possessing such a Grotto-Heaven. 

Chapter 2614 

The Grand Elder of the Academy looked at the Moonlight Sword Immortal, who was in pain. He was 

struggling and hesitating.He slowly raised his palm, but it was suspended in mid-air, unable to 

land.Killing the Moonlight Sword Immortal and giving him a quick death, so that he could avoid the pain 

and torture of eternal damnation. To him, this might be the best outcome.However, the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal was the number one disciple of the Academy after all. The Grand Elder really couldn't 

do it."Moonlight, I'll send you back to the Academy. Perhaps the Patriarch can save your life. As for 

…"The Grand Elder of the Academy wanted to say something but stopped.He didn't want to deal 

another blow to the Moonlight Sword Immortal.Even if the Patriarch of the Academy could save the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal's life, the Moonlight Sword Immortal would probably be crippled.Not to 

mention stepping into the Grotto-Heaven realm and becoming an Immortal King, the Moonlight Sword 

Immortal would probably be inferior to many of the true disciples in the future!Moreover, this blow 

would have a huge impact on the Moonlight Sword Immortal.From today onwards, the name of the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal would be completely destroyed in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm 

and even the entire Heaven Realm.The Grand Elder of the Academy sighed softly. He tore through the 

void with the Moonlight Sword Immortal and returned to the Qiankun Academy.Other than him, there 

were more than 100 ordinary Immortal Kings and more than 20 peerless Immortal Kings watching. Araki 

Takeshi from the Demon Realm couldn't escape at all!To the Grand Elder of the Academy, saving the 

Moonlight Sword Immortal was more important.On the Green Firmament Immortal Realm's side, 



although Immortal King Ling Long was still sitting far away, her upper body was slightly straightened. Her 

expression was solemn and rather nervous."Su Zimo, if you want to suppress the Zither Immortal this 

time, you have already achieved your goal. You should leave as soon as possible."Immortal King Ling 

Long sent a voice transmission to Qinglian's true body in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm, secretly 

reminding her."There's no hurry."Su Zimo sent a voice transmission.Immortal King Ling Long frowned 

slightly and reminded him again, "You have to be clear that now that you have injured and forced back 

an ordinary Immortal King, the peerless Immortal Kings present can no longer sit still!"You just fought 

with the Grand Elder of the Academy. You should know that there is a huge difference in strength 

between an ordinary Immortal King and a peerless Immortal King! 

 

"From what I can see, you did not gain the upper hand in your fight with the First Elder of the Academy. 

In fact, you might even be at a disadvantage."Su Zimo transmitted, "That is indeed the case. The 

strength of Wu Dao's true body is not enough to fight against a peerless Immortal King.""There's one 

more thing."Immortal King Ling Long continued, "The situation here is different from the Jade 

Firmament Immortal Realm's Lang Feng City. There are no immortal kings there. You can use the Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron to leave at any time. ""But at this moment, all the supreme immortal kings here 

can no longer sit still. If these people join forces and seal the void, even if you take out the Hell 

Suppressing Cauldron and break through the void, you won't be able to leave this place."Sealing the void 

was a technique used by immortal kings.Immortal King Ling Long was afraid that Su Zimo did not know 

the pros and cons of the situation, so she reminded him.Since immortal kings could break through the 

void, they naturally could join forces to seal the void, preventing other immortal kings from casually 

leaving.Once the twenty or so peerless Immortal Kings made their moves and sealed the void, even 

Immortal King Ling Long wouldn't be able to escape with Wu Dao's true body.At that time, probably no 

one would be able to save Wu Dao's true body!Su Zimo's expression was calm as he said, "Thank you for 

your reminder, Senior Ling Long. If these peerless Immortal Kings join forces and seal the void, it would 

be best.""I was afraid that they would have scruples and wouldn't dare to attack Wu Dao's true 

body."Immortal King Ling Long was smart. She could vaguely tell that Su Zimo seemed to have other 

intentions in his words.However, she couldn't figure it out at the moment. She said helplessly, "You're so 

powerful. You killed two immortal kings and even injured a few immortal kings. Even if they have 

scruples, they won't sit back and let you do whatever you want.""Be careful."Immortal King Ling Long 

reminded again....On the battlefield.Wu Dao's true body watched the Grand Elder of the Academy take 

the Moonlight Sword Immortal away and didn't stop him.His heart skipped a beat as he sensed the 

movement behind him. His expression couldn't help but turn cold.Wu Dao's true body released his 

Divine Sense and gathered the Dao Spells that were left in the void in the distance into his palm. They 

turned into a dark red light. 

 

Then, he retreated rapidly and sped toward the Abyss of Immortals and Demons.After the battle 

between the Zither Immortal and the Zither Demon, Sky Wolf obeyed the order of Wu Dao's true body 

and carried Qiu Siluo toward the Demon's Realm.Then, under the Divine Tree of Jianmu, a great battle 

broke out. Wu Dao's true body went on a killing spree.Out of curiosity, Sky Wolf looked back as he 

walked toward the Abyss of Immortals and Demons. He slowed down a little.Just as Wu Dao's true body 

was fighting with the Grand Elder of the Academy, Zither Immortal Mengyao, who was sitting on the 

ground in a daze, suddenly came to her senses. It was as if she had regained consciousness in an 

instant!She suddenly raised her head and looked at Qiu Siluo in the distance. Her eyes were filled with 



deep jealousy.Whoosh!Mengyao moved and chased after Qiu Siluo. Her expression was cold and 

murderous."Hmm?"Sky Wolf was shocked when he saw Mengyao chasing after him. He quickly ran 

toward the Abyss of Immortals and Demons.But he and Qiu Siluo were only Fairy Immortals. In terms of 

running away, they were no match for Mengyao, who was at the peak of the Genuine Immortal 

Realm.Just as he was about to reach the Abyss of Immortals and Demons, Mengyao caught up with 

him."Your zither skills are no match for mine!"Mengyao looked at Qiu Siluo on Sky Wolf's back. Her 

heart was filled with endless unwillingness. She screamed, "You defeated me only because of the Soul-

attracting Zither!""This zither should have been my lucky chance! As long as I kill you and take back the 

Soul-attracting Zither, I will still be the Zither Immortal and one of the Four Fairies! "There was no fear 

on Qiu Siluo's face. She looked at Mengyao with a trace of pity."Do you really think that your defeat is 

only because of an external object?" Qiu Siluo asked softly.This sentence was like a sharp blade that 

stabbed into Mengyao's chest.She trembled.Just as Qiu Siluo said, deep in her heart, she clearly knew 

the reason for her defeat.She blamed it all on the Soul-attracting Zither, but she did not want to face it."I 

don't care!"Mengyao gritted her teeth and said, "I want to take back what is mine!"The things that 

Mengyao was talking about were not only the Soul-attracting Zither, but also all the glory and fame that 

she had once obtained. 

 

"Die!"Mengyao activated her Dao Fruit. Halos of light spread out behind her head. Her Divine Sense 

condensed and burst out a Primordial Spirit secret technique at Qiu Siluo.At this moment, a figure 

suddenly flashed and blocked in front of Mengyao.Her Primordial Spirit secret technique collided with 

the silver mask on the figure's face. It seemed to ripple and then disappeared.Wu Dao's true body had 

arrived!"You …"When Mengyao saw the silver mask and looked at the pair of eyes burning with purple 

flames behind the silver mask, her expression changed drastically. She was so scared that she could not 

speak.Wu Dao's true body was expressionless. He raised his hand and slapped Mengyao.A scarlet light 

flashed in his palm and disappeared into Mengyao's cheek.This was the remnant of eternal damnation. 

Chapter 2615 

Slap!The slap from Wu Dao's true body sent Meng Yao flying more than a hundred feet away!Meng Yao 

had thought that she was dead for sure. After all, she had just seen the means of Wu Dao's true body. 

He could even kill Shi Wunian with one punch.The small grotto-heaven formed by the Immortal King was 

shattered.No matter how hard her head was, it could not withstand the power of Araki Takeshi's 

palm.But after she was sent flying, she only felt her ears buzzing and her vision was a little dazed. She 

calmed down a little and sat up.She was not dead?A devil like Araki Takeshi actually knew how to be 

gentle with a woman?For a moment, Meng Yao's thoughts were in a mess.However, she soon 

discovered the abnormality.Many of the surrounding cultivators looked at her strangely, with a hint of 

fear and pity in their eyes …Some cultivators were even unwilling to look at her and avoided her 

gaze.Just at this moment, Meng Yao felt a tearing pain on her face.She subconsciously touched it and 

her palm was covered in blood.This kind of superficial wound had no effect on a Perfected 

Immortal.Meng Yao activated her Primordial Spirit Dao Fruit and circulated her bloodline, trying to heal 

the wound on her cheek.But soon she discovered that the wound on her face could not heal!Even if she 

consumed a lot of spirit pills and miraculous medicines, there was no sign of recovery.Although the 

bleeding from the wound had temporarily stopped, there was a hideous and terrifying scar on her 

cheek. Bright red flesh was exposed, completely tearing her originally beautiful face apart!No matter 

who saw such a face, they would not associate it with the four fairies. They would only feel fear.At this 



moment, Meng Yao finally understood why the surrounding cultivators were looking at her with such 

strange eyes.She could become one of the four fairies because of two things. First, it was her superb 

zither skills. Second, it was her devastatingly beautiful face.This was also the reason for her pride!And 

now, Araki Takeshi of the Demon Realm had appeared and destroyed the two things that she valued the 

most!The crowd knew that Araki Takeshi's method was even more terrifying than directly killing Zither 

Immortal Meng Yao!To Meng Yao, this outcome was simply worse than death!In reality, after being 

attacked by the Academy's Chief Elder's mystic technique and then being absorbed by the Moonlight 

Sword Immortal, there was not much Dao power left. 

 

Even so, it still left a scar on Meng Yao's face that couldn't be healed!"You destroyed me.""Why? Why 

are you so cruel to me? ""We have no grudge against each other …"Meng Yao's hair was disheveled as 

she sat on the ground. She seemed to have lost her soul.This was a huge blow to her!Wu Dao's true 

body had even completely snuffed out any chance she had of making a comeback!Her beauty and zither 

dao that she relied on had all been crippled by Wu Dao's true self. Today, she had lost all face and her 

former glory had also vanished.In less than half a day, she fell from the high and mighty altar into a 

bottomless abyss where the sun could not be seen!At this moment, Thunder Emperor of Heaven's 

Wrath saw that Qiu Siluo was in danger and rushed over.However, by the time he arrived, Wu Dao's true 

body had already dealt with Meng Yao."Zimo, let's go. Today's matter is over."Feng Cantian looked at 

the group of Immortal Kings opposite him and felt a little uneasy.Although he was fearless, he did not 

want to die here in a daze.In the future, he still wanted to kill his way back to the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Realm and take revenge on Monarch Jin and the Crown Prince of the State of Jin!"Brother 

Feng, you take them back first."Wu Dao's true body's tone was calm, as if he did not sense the danger at 

all."Let's go together!"Feng Cantian insisted.Wu Dao's true body said, "Take Sky Wolf and Qiu Siluo back 

to the other side first. Remember, no matter what you see later, don't attack!""You …"Feng Cantian 

could tell that Wu Dao's true body seemed to have a deeper meaning in his words.He did not ask in 

detail. He just nodded and took Sky Wolf and Qiu Siluo back to the Demon Realm."Patriarch is still not 

back?"Gu Tongyou's eyes were gloomy and a little worried.Feng Cantian pondered for a moment and 

said, "Patriarch should have other plans. Let's wait and see. Don't act rashly." 

 

Under the Divine Tree.The top 200 Perfected Immortal geniuses of the Nine Heavens Immortal Realm 

and the Pure Lands had already taken this opportunity to escape.There were only a few people left, 

among which were the three fairies, Book Immortal Yun Zhu, Painting Immortal Mo Qing, and Chess 

Immortal Jun Yu.Wu Dao's true body walked slowly toward the Divine Tree.The group of Immortal Kings 

was secretly shocked. They tore the void and blocked in front of Wu Dao's true body. They were on 

guard and nervous.The scene just now was witnessed by all the Immortal Kings.Wu Dao's true body had 

shattered the small grotto-heavens of five Immortal Kings with a punch!How far had Araki Takeshi 

cultivated?The Immortal Kings could not see the aura of a Grotto-Heaven realm on Araki Takeshi's 

body.However, the power he unleashed was even stronger than the ordinary Immortal Kings!On the 

peak of Jianmu Mountain, more than 20 peerless Immortal Kings looked at each other and slowly stood 

up. They emitted a huge pressure that surged over!Immortal King Ling Long glanced sideways at Su Zimo 

of the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm.At that moment, Su Zimo's expression was calm, as if he still 

did not feel the danger."If you want to leave, this is your last chance."Immortal King Ling Long hesitated 

for a moment, but she could not help but send a voice transmission to remind him.She could not deduce 

anything about Wu Dao's true body, nor could she guess the intentions of Wu Dao's true body."Senior, 



don't worry."Su Zimo's voice was calm, and he did not explain further.Wu Dao's true body looked at the 

twenty peerless Immortal Kings on the peak of Jianmu Mountain and suddenly said, "What's wrong? Are 

the peerless Immortal Kings of the two regions ready to fight?"Qin Ce, the Crown Prince of the Supreme 

Firmament Immortal Realm, had been crippled. The Everlasting Night Immortal King was furious. At that 

moment, he looked gloomy and said slowly, "Araki Takeshi, you came to the Continent of the Nine 

Clouds Meeting and acted atrociously. If we let you leave alive, we will lose face!""That's 

right!"Immortal King Qing Yang said loudly, "You call yourself the Supreme True Demon, but in fact, you 

can already defeat a Grotto-Heaven Immortal King. We are not bullying you.""Araki Takeshi, you don't 

have to try to escape from here."Immortal King Chi Ping smiled coldly and said, "I don't mind telling you 

that we have sealed the void here. Even if you take out the Prison Suppressing Cauldron, you won't be 

able to escape to Avici!" 

 

"Amitabha."Heavenly King Luo Shi of the Pure Land of Bliss put his palms together and said softly, "Araki 

Takeshi, your Prison Suppressing Cauldron is a sacred item of our Buddhist Sect. Today, it's time to 

return it to its rightful owner."The Prison Suppressing Cauldron was the Great Emperor Wu Ji's Great 

Imperial Weapon. It was related to Avici.Even the Celestial Kings of the Nine Clouds Immortal Realm 

wanted it for themselves, let alone the Heavenly Kings of the Pure Land of Bliss.Moreover, when they 

saw Wu Dao's true body explode with such terrifying strength, the Celestial Kings' imaginations ran wild. 

They thought it had something to do with Avici."Alright!"Wu Dao's true body's eyes flickered with purple 

flames, and his battle intent soared to the heavens. He said slowly, "It's a good opportunity to see how 

strong the peerless Immortal Kings of the two regions are!" 

Chapter 2616 

Upon hearing Wu Dao's words, all the Immortals and monks on Jianmu Mountain were shocked.How 

many years had it been since Araki Takeshi from the Demon Region risen to power?Araki Takeshi had 

just become the Supreme True Demon, and now he was going to fight against the peerless Celestial 

Kings from the two regions!At this moment, the crowd gradually realized that the so-called Supreme 

True Celestials and Supreme Arhats were not Araki Takeshi's target at all.In Araki Takeshi's eyes, the two 

lists were indeed a joke!Araki Takeshi's target was the Celestial Kings from the Nine Clouds Celestial 

Realm and the Pure Land of Bliss!Moreover, they were the peerless Celestial Kings!Since the beginning 

of the Nine Clouds Convention, no one from the Demon Region had dared to cause trouble 

here.Moreover, this Convention was different from the past. The two regions had sent more than a 

hundred ordinary Celestial Kings and more than twenty peerless Celestial Kings.Everything had gone 

smoothly until the end of the True Celestial Realm and the Arhat Ranking.Who would have thought that 

a mere Desolate Martial of the Fiend Region would cause a storm of blood in the Nine Heavens 

Convention today!"Let's see what other tricks you have!"The Everlasting Night Celestial King from the 

Grand Firmament Celestial Realm attacked. In a flash, he appeared in front of Wu Dao's real body. He 

raised his hand and slapped the top of Wu Dao's head.After entering the Grotto-Heaven Realm and 

becoming a Celestial King, many Divine Abilities and secret techniques would be condensed in the 

Grotto-Heaven Realm.The Grotto-Heaven Realm nourished the body and bloodline for a long time, so 

the body and bloodline of a Celestial King contained the power of the Grotto-Heaven Realm. With a 

raise of his hand, he could erupt with shocking power!The battle between the Grotto-Heaven Realm 

experts was like returning to the natural state and simplifying the complicated.The Everlasting Night 

Celestial King's seemingly casual slap contained the power of the Grotto-Heaven Realm. It faintly sealed 



the void around Wu Dao's real body, making it impossible for him to dodge. He could only face it head-

on!Wu Dao's real body was expressionless. His Qi and blood circulated in his body, creating a deafening 

sound."What powerful Qi and blood!"When the surrounding Immortal Kings heard the sound of Qi and 

blood rising, they were all secretly shocked.This Araki Takeshi had yet to step into the Heavenly Grotto-

Heaven realm, so how did he cultivate to such a level?Could it be that this person had already formed a 

Grotto-Heaven, but had concealed its aura and did not reveal it? 

 

Bang!Wu Dao raised his fist and clashed with the Eternal Night Immortal King's palm.Both sides 

trembled!"Alright!"The Eternal Night Immortal King's eyes shone brightly as he continued to attack.Wu 

Dao's main body was not afraid at all. He stood in the air and launched a counterattack.Both of them 

collided repeatedly in midair. Their fists and palms collided, and a wave of enormous bangs that shook 

the heavens and the earth erupted. They struck to the point numerous cracks appeared in space, and 

the heavens and the earth trembled!This was a battle between immortal kings. Even if they didn't use 

their Heavenly Abodes, they could still shake the void.Both sides clashed for more than a dozen rounds, 

and they were actually evenly matched!Eternal Night Immortal King narrowed his eyes slightly.As a 

peerless Immortal King, his Grotto-Heaven had nourished his body and bloodline for hundreds of 

thousands of years. Today, he launched a series of attacks, but he still couldn't gain the slightest 

advantage over Araki Takeshi!Of course, he was only surprised, but he was not nervous.The power that 

Araki Takeshi had just unleashed was not enough to pose any threat to him!Besides, he had not even 

used his full strength.For Immortal Emperors, their strongest move was their Grotto-Heaven!The other 

Immortal Emperors, such as Green Sun Immortal Emperor and the others exchanged glances with one 

another. They were all wearing relaxed smiles.Judging from the current situation, the Eternal Night 

Immortal Emperor alone was enough to suppress Araki Takeshi without them needing to make a 

move."Eternal Night, don't waste any more time with him. Defeat him as soon as possible, to prevent 

other variables from happening!"Green Sun Immortal Emperor said in a deep voice."Got it!"The Eternal 

Night Immortal Emperor groaned as he unleashed his Primordial Spirit to support the Grotto-

Heaven.The void behind him suddenly collapsed, and a dark void appeared. There was not a single bit of 

light in it.It was his Eternal Night Grotto-Heaven!Inside the Grotto-Heaven, one would fall into a long 

period of darkness. It was difficult to see any light.As the Grotto-Heaven appeared, the Eternal Night 

Immortal Emperor's aura skyrocketed, and his strength rose too!"It's time to end this!" 

 

The Eternal Night Immortal Emperor said calmly. He reached into the Grotto-Heaven behind him and 

took out a pitch-black spear.A Grotto-Heaven Spiritual Treasure!After a cultivator achieved the Immortal 

Emperor Realm, he could place his Psychic Artifact into the Grotto-Heaven to be nourished and 

refined.As time passed, when the Psychic Artifact completely merged with the Grotto-Heaven, it would 

evolve into a Grotto-Heaven Spiritual Treasure.Every Grotto-Heaven Spiritual Treasure contained the 

Dao Arts of the cultivator's Grotto-Heaven.Whoosh!The Eternal Night Immortal Emperor stepped 

forward while supporting the Grotto-Heaven. He waved the pitch-black spear in his hand and stabbed it 

at Wu Dao's true body with a destructive force!Wu Dao's true body remained calm. A blue light flashed 

between his brows, and the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron appeared. It was emitting an ancient aura with 

lightning arcs circling it.The eyes of the Immortal Emperors glittered when they saw the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron!It was the weapon of the Emperor of Infinity!More importantly, the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron was the key to controlling the Infernal Hell!There was no Grotto-Heaven aura on 

the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron. This also confirmed everyone's speculation that Araki Takeshi from the 



Demon Realm had not stepped into the Grotto-Heaven Realm at all."Eh?"Many Immortal Emperors 

stared at the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron with confused expressions, as if they had discovered 

something.The Prison-Suppressing Cauldron's cultivation level had dropped. After passing the Heavenly 

Tribulation, it was only a Psychic Artifact now.And now, there were traces left by ten Heavenly 

Tribulations on the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron!Could the legend be true?Araki Takeshi had really 

attracted the tenth Heavenly Tribulation?When the news spread, even the Immortal Emperors present 

scoffed, not to mention Yue Hua and the other Perfected Immortals. They did not believe it at all.After 

all, since ancient times, since the birth of life in the Upper Realm, there had never been a tenth 

Heavenly Tribulation.At this moment, the Immortal Emperors saw the ten burn marks on the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron with their own eyes. Only then did they vaguely realize that the legend back then 

was very likely true!There was really a tenth Heavenly Tribulation in the Heavenly Tribulation?Why was 

there no record of a tenth Heavenly Tribulation since ancient times?Even the outstanding Martial 

Monarchs had only overcome nine Heavenly Tribulations at most.Clang!While the crowd was lost in 

their thoughts, the pitch-black spear and the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron collided heavily. Sparks flew 

in all directions as lightning arcs danced wildly. 

 

This time, Wu Dao's true body was knocked a few steps back.However, with the help of the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron that had overcome ten Heavenly Tribulations, Wu Dao's true body managed to 

nullify the Everlasting Night Immortal Emperor's attack.Even though the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron's 

cultivation level had dropped, it was still a Monarch Weapon in the past.On top of that, it was the key to 

suppressing the Avici Hell. Even a Heavenly Spiritual Treasure would not be able to destroy it 

easily!"Humph!"The Everlasting Night Immortal Emperor's face turned unpleasant when he failed to 

suppress Wu Dao's true body with his Heavenly Spiritual Treasure and Heavenly Spiritual Treasure. He 

harrumphed coldly and made his move again.This time, the Everlasting Night Immortal Emperor's blood 

rose as he attacked with the spear in his hand. The Heavenly Spiritual Treasure suppressed Wu Dao's 

true body with a tremendous aura.He was planning to devour Araki Takeshi with the Everlasting Night 

Immortal Emperor's Heavenly Spiritual Treasure and refine him, turning him into nourishment for his 

Heavenly Spiritual Treasure! 

Chapter 2617 

The night was long, and endless darkness spread.In an instant, the sky darkened, and the sun and moon 

lost their brilliance!The Eternal Night Immortal Emperor's Grotto-Heaven Spiritual Treasure restrained 

the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron and supported the grotto-heaven behind him, directly devouring Wu 

Dao's figure!"It's over."The Immortal Kings shook their heads slightly upon seeing this.As long as Araki 

Takeshi was trapped in the Eternal Night Immortal Emperor's grotto-heaven, no matter how powerful 

he was, he would only be a piece of meat waiting to be slaughtered!Immortal King Ling Long frowned 

worriedly.On the Demon Region's side, Feng Cantian took a deep breath and suppressed his urge to 

attack. He continued to observe.Wu Dao's true body had repeatedly warned him not to attack.He 

believed that Wu Dao's true body would not die so easily!Within the Eternal Night Grotto-Heaven, the 

eyes of Wu Dao's true body flickered. Purple flames burned fiercely in his eyes, and his Qi and blood 

surged. He pushed his bloodline to the limit and released the Bloodline Phenomenon, Heaven and Earth 

Furnace!Boom!Wu Dao's true body stood in the darkness, emitting endless brilliance. Flames soared 

into the sky!The flames included the Martial Soul Fire, Calamity Fire, Red Lotus Fire, Dragon-Phoenix 

Fire, and Hellfire.Even with so many flames, they were still unable to resist the Eternal Night Grotto-



Heaven.However, it was impossible for the Eternal Night Grotto-Heaven to devour and refine Wu Dao's 

true body!For example, the Hellfire originated from the Avici Hell. Although it was not as powerful as 

the Avici Hell due to the cultivation of Wu Dao's true body.However, the Eternal Night Grotto-Heaven 

was unable to refine it!The grotto-heaven was originally dark and silent.However, after it devoured Wu 

Dao's true body, a huge ball of flames appeared in the grotto-heaven.Both sides were in a stalemate.As 

time passed, Wu Dao's true body's Qi and blood became stronger, and the flames burned fiercely. On 

the other hand, the power of the Eternal Night Grotto-Heaven began to gradually deplete!The Eternal 

Night Immortal Emperor's face darkened when he noticed this.On the battlefield.Heavenly King Luoshi 

chanted the name of Buddha and said, "Benefactor Eternal Night, you have killed the true demon Araki 

Takeshi. You have done a great deed. However, the Subduing Hell Cauldron is a sacred item of 

Buddhism. Please return it to its rightful owner." 

 

Azure Sun Immortal King smiled and said, "The Prison Suppressing Cauldron is an Emperor Weapon. It's 

said to be related to the Avici Hell and a forbidden secret tome.""It's not just Fellow Daoist Luo Shen. I 

believe everyone here is interested in the Hell Suppressing Cauldron."The Chiping Immortal King said 

indifferently, "The Prison Suppressing Cauldron is already ownerless. Since we're all here, we can't just 

hand it over to anyone."All the Immortal Kings present thought that Araki Takeshi was dead for sure. 

They had already begun to discuss who would get the Prison Suppressing Cauldron.At that instant, the 

Eternal Night Immortal Emperor's cave began to tremble vigorously!In the endless darkness, a flame 

appeared, growing brighter and brighter.Then, the ball of fire fell onto the battlefield.A figure stood 

amidst the flames. It was Araki Takeshi from the Infernal Realm!"Hmm?"All the Immortal Kings frowned 

when they saw this.What was going on?Not only did the Eternal Night Cave fail to refine Araki Takeshi, 

but it spat him out instead?Sensing the gazes around him, the Eternal Night Immortal King's expression 

turned ugly. He gritted his teeth and said, "This demon's Dao is strange. He controls many kinds of 

powerful flames. It's difficult to refine him.""Amitabha."Heavenly King Luo Shen stepped forward and 

said, "It seems that only I can subdue this demon!"Heavenly King Luo Shen came before Wu Dao's main 

body. Without saying a word, he summoned his cave. The Buddhist light inside shone brightly and filled 

the sky, enveloping Wu Dao's main body!Then, Heavenly King Luo Shen sat down cross-legged and 

floated in the air. He held a prayer bead in his hand and softly chanted Buddhist incantations.These 

incantations turned into golden runes and disappeared into the cave behind him.Not long after, 

Heavenly King Luo Shen fiddled with the prayer beads in his hand faster and faster. A thin layer of sweat 

appeared on his forehead.After a while, Heavenly King Luo Shen suddenly rose to his feet. A fiery figure 

flew out of the cave behind him. It was Araki Takeshi from the Demon Region!Not only the Immortal's 

Cave, but even the Buddhist's Cave could not refine Wu Dao's main body!"Heh …"Wu Dao's main body 

chuckled. He looked around and glanced at Immortal King Qingyang's face. He said mockingly, "Is this all 

the peerless Immortal Kings of the two domains can do?In my opinion, there's no need to hold this 

Continent of Nine Clouds Convention anymore. It's just a joke. " 

 

"How arrogant of you, demon!""How arrogant!"The Immortal Kings were enraged.Even more than 

twenty peerless Immortal Kings of the two domains were emitting a murderous aura.Immortal Kings 

were almost at the peak of the Upper World. They could rule over billions of living beings. They could 

not stand any humiliation or provocation.Moreover, the cultivators of the two domains were gathered 

here. They were the center of attention.If they could not suppress Araki Takeshi from the Demon 

Region, the Immortal Kings of the two domains would become the laughingstock of the Upper World 



after today!Among the Immortal Kings, there weren't many who could remain calm.Immortal King Ling 

Long could tell that Wu Dao's main body Just Now's words were obviously intended to anger the 

Immortal Kings present, including the peerless Immortal Kings.However, she could not figure out what 

Wu Dao's main body meant by doing this.She could only speculate the consequences of Wu Dao's main 

body's actions.Originally, the peerless Immortal Kings present were too embarrassed to join forces to 

deal with a Supreme True Demon.Now, after being provoked by Wu Dao's main body, more than twenty 

peerless Immortal Kings were enraged. It was very likely that they would join forces to suppress Wu 

Dao's main body!"Don't talk nonsense with him."Immortal King Changye gritted his teeth and said, "This 

person's Dao is strange. Let's release our Cave and join forces to destroy him!""That's right."Heavenly 

King Luoshen said in a deep voice, "Since we can't devour and refine this demon, we can only destroy his 

physical body and bloodline and forcefully purify him!""Come, I want to see how long this demon can 

last under our joint forces!"Immortal King Qingyang also expressed his stance.In the blink of an eye, 

nineteen peerless Immortal Kings stood out and surrounded Wu Dao's main body.These nineteen 

peerless Immortal Kings all released their respective Cave at the same time.In an instant, the sky 

changed color!On the battlefield, nineteen Cave Heavens with different Dao Arts appeared, emitting a 

terrifying aura as they crushed toward Wu Dao's main body!Immortal King Ling Long's heart skipped a 

beat, and she stood up instinctively.In such a situation, even if she was in his position, she would not be 

able to escape. 

 

The nineteen Cave Heavens had already sealed off all the exits in all directions!Araki Takeshi might be 

relying on some strange Dao Art to prevent himself from being devoured by the Cave Heavens, but 

under the suppression of nineteen Cave Heavens, Araki Takeshi would definitely not be able to 

withstand it!Immortal King Ling Long had just seen clearly that although Araki Takeshi was not devoured 

by the Cave Heavens of Changye Immortal King and Heavenly King Luoshen, he had suffered a great 

impact, and his aura had weakened significantly.If the nineteen Cave Heavens crushed toward Araki 

Takeshi at the same time, there was only one outcome for him — the destruction of his body and soul! 

Chapter 2618 

On the peak of Jianmu Mountain.Su Zimo looked calm but in reality, he was extremely nervous.Although 

Qinglian's true body was not involved and would not be affected, Wu Dao's true body would cease to 

exist if he failed to make this choice!Even so, it was worth it for Wu Dao's true body to take the risk.This 

choice was of great importance and would determine the future path of Wu Dao's true body!It was a 

path that no one else could replicate!Although Qinglian's true body was in Heaven and Earth Academy, 

that inexplicable sense of danger was still there and was faintly discernible.As his cultivation realm 

deepened and his combat strength increased, that sense of danger did not disappear. Instead, it 

intensified.Su Zimo needed Wu Dao's true body to improve further and grow to a sufficiently powerful 

level!On the one hand, Wu Dao's true body was stronger and could better protect Heaven Barren 

Sect.On the other hand, if Qinglian's true body encountered any danger that could not be resolved in 

the future, Wu Dao's true body could be her escape route.There was another point.Wu Dao's true body 

intended to head to the Great Desolate World. If he was only at the True Martial realm, he was still 

lacking in terms of strength.He had to become stronger so that he had the confidence to search for Die 

Yue and be qualified to stand side by side with her!Beneath the Divine Tree of Jianmu.19 peerless 

Immortal Kings propped up their grotto-heavens and trapped Wu Dao's true body within. They launched 

their final attacks and collided continuously.The 19 grotto-heavens contained 19 different Dao 



techniques and were constantly tempering Wu Dao's true body with creaking sounds!Wu Dao's true 

body seemed like it could fall apart at any moment. At that time, the bones and flesh of Wu Dao's true 

body would be crushed into dust.In less than a few breaths, Wu Dao's true body could not hold on 

anymore.If it was just one or two grotto-heavens, he could still use his bloodline phenomenon and 

Heaven and Earth Furnace to resist for a short period of time.But now, 19 grotto-heavens were united 

and Dao techniques surged. Even a perfected Wu Dao's true body could not withstand it!Puff! Puff!Wu 

Dao's real body was covered in blood. The real Wu Dao's body couldn't bear the burden anymore. Under 

the pressure of the nineteen grotto-heavens, his skin cracked, his bones were broken, and his organs 

were shaken. Crimson blood mist permeated both inside and outside of his body! 

 

"Cough cough cough!"Wu Dao's main body was also coughing up blood.In reality, the nineteen peerless 

Immortal Kings still hadn't used their full strength.Every one of them had experienced countless life and 

death situations to reach their current level of cultivation. They were extremely cautious.Although they 

had taken action to suppress Araki Takeshi, most of their attention was focused in the direction of the 

Demon Domain. They were afraid that something would happen.Araki Takeshi's action seemed a little 

reckless.However, if he didn't have any other tricks up his sleeve, it would be hard to understand.All the 

peerless immortal kings were worried that if they suppressed Araki Takeshi, they would provoke Bo 

Xun.A few of the more than twenty peerless immortal kings didn't join the battle because they were 

worried about this.However, as time passed, the nineteen peerless immortal kings had already severely 

injured Araki Takeshi. The Demon Domain was still calm, and there were no signs of demonic cultivators 

at all. Everyone gradually relaxed."So this is all a peerless immortal king can do?"At this moment, Wu 

Dao's weak voice sounded."Araki Takeshi, you still have the mood to mock us now. You really don't 

know what's good for you!"Eternal Night Immortal King sneered and said in a deep voice, "Everyone, 

there's no need to worry. Attack with all your might and kill this demon. Destroy his body and 

soul!""That's how it should be!"Although Heavenly King Luoshi was from the Buddhist Sect, he was also 

filled with killing intent.Only by completely killing Araki Takeshi would the Prison Suppressing Cauldron 

become an ownerless item again. Only then would he have a chance to obtain it."Kill!"The peerless 

immortal kings shouted softly and used all their strength to activate the Tao skills in their grotto-

heavens. The power of the grotto-heavens soared and suppressed Wu Dao's real body!This time, Wu 

Dao's real body couldn't hold on anymore.Rumble!With a loud bang, Wu Dao's real body exploded. His 

flesh and blood were destroyed. A huge force pierced through the void. A large area of the void 

collapsed deeply, and a dark black hole appeared.The terrifying power of the nineteen grotto-heavens 

not only destroyed Wu Dao's real body, but also pierced through a large area of the void!The world 

returned to peace. 

 

The crowd of cultivators near the Divine Tree of the Builder Wood were also dumbfounded by the 

scene, their faces filled with shock.Desolate Martial of the Fiend Region had caused such a huge 

commotion at the Nine Heavens Convention. He had just suppressed the paragons of the two rankings, 

killed the supreme Arhat, and defeated the seven Immortal Kings. He was simply fearless and 

arrogant!But now, he had ended up like this. He was killed by nineteen peerless immortal kings, and 

there was no corpse left.When Mo Qing saw this scene, she seemed to have lost her soul. Her face was 

pale, and her body swayed slightly. She almost fell to the side.Fortunately, Yunzhu reacted in time and 

hurriedly supported her."Sigh."Yunzhu sighed softly and looked back in the direction of Su Zimo at the 

top of Jianmu Mountain.This was Su Zimo's secret. She couldn't say it out loud, and she didn't know how 



to comfort him."He died just like that?"Jun Yu's expression was complicated, and her eyes were a little 

confused.She and Araki Takeshi had just met by chance and had a short fight.Araki Takeshi had left a 

deep impression on her!Since she started cultivating, Araki Takeshi was the first and only person who 

made her feel that she couldn't resist and couldn't resist!Araki Takeshi's existence even made her feel a 

sense of despair.No matter how hard she cultivated, she couldn't catch up with this person!Jun Yu didn't 

have much prejudice against the Demon Territory and fiendish cultivators.Araki Takeshi's death made 

her feel deeply regretful."Mother, Araki Takeshi, h-he died just like that?"Lin Luo couldn't believe it, and 

a trace of sadness flashed across her eyes.Back when the siblings were trapped in Lang Feng City, it was 

because of Araki Takeshi that they managed to escape.No matter where Araki Takeshi came from, he 

was their savior.Immortal King Ling Long sighed and shook her head slightly. She muttered softly, "He 

should have... died."Even though Immortal King Ling Long knew the secrets of heaven, she really 

couldn't imagine how Araki Takeshi could have survived under the suppression of 19 grotto-heavens.She 

instinctively looked at Su Zimo in the direction of the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm.At the same 

time, on the Demon Territory's side, Feng Cantian, Yan Beichen, Ming Zhen, and Ji Yaoxue also looked in 

Su Zimo's direction. 

 

Everyone who knew Araki Takeshi's true identity wanted an answer.Or rather, they wanted to find a 

glimmer of hope.At that moment, Su Zimo was staring at the dark and deep shattered void under the 

Divine Builder Tree. His gaze became brighter, and a smile even appeared on his face!Success!If not for 

the fact that there were too many cultivators around, Su Zimo even wanted to roar to the sky!After Wu 

Dao's true body was destroyed in body and soul by the 19 grotto-heavens, Su Zimo had indeed lost 

contact with Wu Dao's true body.However, this lasted for a very short time.In just a few breaths, he 

could once again sense the aura of Wu Dao's true body!In his senses, the aura of Wu Dao's true body 

rapidly increased from its initial weak state to an unimaginably exaggerated speed, becoming stronger 

and stronger!An even more powerful and terrifying Araki Takeshi was about to return to the world! 

Chapter 2619 

While he was in seclusion in the Avici Hell, Wu Dao's true body had never stopped deducing Wu Dao's 

technique. When he was about to come out of seclusion, he had already comprehended the crux of it. 

He only lacked some details and opportunities.In other words, it was unrealistic for Wu Dao's true body 

to step into the next realm of Wu Dao in a short period of time.However, at the same time, Wu Dao's 

true body had a flash of inspiration as he had read too many ancient scriptures.Perhaps before he 

stepped into the next realm of Wu Dao, he could use another method to condense a Grotto-Heaven and 

become a Demon King!The appearance of Wu Dao's true body was an anomaly. It jumped out of the 

three realms and was not part of the five elements.His true body's existence was Wu Dao's fruit from 

the beginning.A normal Dao Fruit condensed the cultivator's Dao techniques and cultivation essence. 

There were countless inheritances, secret techniques, and comprehensions.However, Wu Dao's fruit 

condensed the essence of Wu Dao's profundities.Not only did it receive the blessing of Hongyuan, but it 

also had Wu Dao's will and the faith of all living beings!The convergence of all sorts of powers and 

coincidences gave birth to a Dao Fruit with the aura of life. It could be said to be unprecedented!Up until 

now, his true body had been at the True Martial realm. He had fused Wu Dao's technique into his bones, 

flesh, and blood, forging and tempering the true Wu Dao's body.However, in reality, the true Wu Dao's 

body was also a Dao Fruit!The Dao Body was the Dao Fruit, and the Dao Fruit was the Dao Body. The 

two were inseparable!Since ancient times, only Wu Dao's true body had such a situation.It was recorded 



in many Dao legacies that the prerequisite to condensing a Grotto-Heaven was to shatter the Dao 

Fruit.With the immense power from the shattering of the Dao Fruit, one could break through the void 

outside their body and open up a chamber that reached the heavens and connected the three realms. 

That was a Grotto-Heaven!This process was extremely dangerous.If the Dao Fruit was shattered and the 

accumulated power was insufficient to support a Grotto-Heaven, it meant that the breakthrough would 

fail.Either they died, or they could settle for the next best thing, becoming a half-step Grotto-Heaven. 

Although their lifespan would increase, they would have no hope of stepping into the Grotto-Heaven 

realm.Wu Dao's true body wanted to shatter the real Wu Dao's body! 

The real Wu Dao body was the fruit of Wu Dao.Shattering the real Wu Dao's body meant that the Dao 

Fruit was shattered. It was also possible to open up a cave room and form a Grotto-Heaven!This Grotto-

Heaven originated from Wu Dao's original body, and the existence of Wu Dao's original body was an 

anomaly.In other words, if this grotto-heaven was born, it was extremely likely that it would jump out of 

the three realms and the five elements, evolving into a variant grotto-heaven!This thought was too 

frightening.One had to know that the process of breaking through to the Heavenly Grotto-Heaven was 

extremely dangerous even for an ordinary Dao Fruit.Like Wu Dao's true body, whether or not the real 

Wu Dao's body was like a Dao fruit, able to break into the Heavenly Grotto-Heaven after shattering was 

still unknown.If he failed, Wu Dao's main body would have to settle for the next best thing. He wouldn't 

even have the chance to become a half-step Grotto-Heaven.When ordinary Perfected Immortals tried to 

break through to the Grotto-Heaven realm, they would only shatter their Dao Fruit.What Wu Dao's true 

body wanted to shatter was the real Wu Dao's body that he had condensed. Once he failed, his body 

and soul would be destroyed and his soul would dissipate!Moreover, his real Wu Dao's body had already 

been cultivated to perfection. With a raise of his hand, he could even break through the small Grotto-

Heaven of an Immortal King!Even ordinary Grotto-Heaven Spiritual Treasures couldn't hurt his 

body.How could such a real Wu Dao's body be shattered?This idea was filled with difficulties and there 

was a high chance of death.Wu Dao's true body pondered for a long time before deciding to take the 

risk.Although it was a risk, it wasn't that he wasn't prepared.First of all, if he wanted to break the real 

Wu Dao's body, he had to rely on external forces.This external force couldn't be too strong. If an 

Imperial Emperor released the power of the world, it would directly destroy the real Wu Dao's body. 

Even his Dao Arts would be destroyed and refined!There was no need to talk about condensing a 

Grotto-Heaven. Before the Grotto-Heaven was formed, it would be destroyed.The safest way was for a 

peerless Immortal King to make a move and make use of the power of the Grotto-Heaven to destroy the 

real Wu Dao's body bit by bit.However, a single peerless Immortal King was not enough. At least ten of 

them were needed. 

Secondly, after the real Wu Dao's body was shattered, it wasn't impossible for him to revive.The 

bloodline of the real Wu Dao's body contained the blood of the Dragon Phoenix.Therefore, the body of 

Wu Dao's true body contained the final innate divine power of the Mystic Classic of the Twelve Demon 

Kings of the Great Wilderness, the power of the Phoenix's Nirvana.That innate divine power was far 

from enough.The Phoenix's Nirvana had a 90% chance of failure to begin with.Furthermore, under the 

suppression of the Grotto-Heaven, that innate divine power might not be able to unleash its intended 

effect.On top of that, it was best to have a massive amount of lifeforce as a supplement.Thirdly, and 

most importantly, the direction of his deduction was correct.The real Wu Dao's body was the fruit of 

Dao. When it was shattered, it could indeed break through the void and form a Grotto-Heaven!All in all, 

the Convention of the Nine Heavens was the best opportunity for Wu Dao's true body to test this 

idea!There were enough peerless Immortal Kings at the Convention of the Nine Heavens.Moreover, the 



location of the Convention of the Nine Heavens was near the Divine Tree of the Jianmu.Once a great 

battle broke out, the real Wu Dao's body would shatter and evolve into a Grotto-Heaven. This Grotto-

Heaven could then devour the lifeforce of the Divine Tree of the Jianmu to extend its life!… …Under the 

Divine Tree of the Jianmu.After Immortal King Azure Sun and the other 19 peerless Immortal Kings had 

destroyed Araki Takeshi's body and soul, they focused on observing the movements in the Demon Area. 

When they didn't find anything unusual, they heaved a sigh of relief.Immortal King Eternal Night 

sneered, "Araki Takeshi is so arrogant. I thought he had a backup plan. I didn't expect him to be an idiot 

who doesn't know the immensity of heaven and earth!""Haha."Immortal King Azure Sun chuckled. "This 

kid killed a lot of people in the Jade Heaven Immortal Region and then fled back to the Avici Hell. He 

really thinks he can do whatever he wants with the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron.""He doesn't know that 

if we work together to seal the void, his Prison-Suppressing Cauldron is just a decoration!"At the 

mention of the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron, all the peerless Immortal Kings looked at the hole in the 

void. The Prison-Suppressing Cauldron was floating there. 

"Amitabha."Immortal King Luo Shen chanted softly and rushed to the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron. He 

reached out and grabbed it!"Monk Luo Shen, you're too impatient!"Immortal King Azure Sun and the 

others also made their moves. The 19 Grotto-Heavens appeared again and collided in the 

air!"Wait! Stop! "Immortal King Luo Shen suddenly frowned and shouted."What? You monk, what are 

you up to? "Immortal King Chiping sneered. "The void here has been sealed. Without an explanation 

from the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron, no one can leave!"Immortal King Luo Shen quickly said, "There's 

something strange about the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron. I can't move it!""How is that 

possible?"Immortal King Everlasting Night moved to the side of the Prison-Suppressing Cauldron and 

reached out to grab it.The Prison-Suppressing Cauldron still did not move, as if it was firmly sucked in by 

the dark and deep black hole behind it!Only then did the Immortal Kings realize that something was 

wrong."Why hasn't this void healed after so long?" Immortal King Azure Sun narrowed his eyes and 

asked.Although the battle between Immortal Kings could shatter the void, due to the laws of heaven 

and earth, the void would quickly recover and return to normal.But now, this pitch-black void had yet to 

heal!The Immortal Kings stared at the dark black hole not far away. Their gazes froze, and their 

expressions suddenly changed!In the depths of this black hole, a figure faintly appeared, as if it had 

become one with this black hole!"If you want to take the cauldron, you'll have to ask for my 

permission!"A voice rang out from the black hole, shocking the heavens! 

Chapter 2620 

This voice …All the Immortal Kings stared at the gloomy space not far away, and their expressions were 

indeterminate.The Immortals and monks near the Divine Tree were dumbfounded, their faces filled with 

disbelief.Araki Takeshi!This is the voice of Araki Takeshi from the Demon Domain!How is this 

possible?Wasn't Araki Takeshi killed by the joint forces of the nineteen peerless Immortal Kings and 

destroyed his body and soul?Even the void was pierced through, but Araki Takeshi is still alive?Mo Qing 

was overjoyed. She subconsciously clenched her fists and looked at the figure that gradually appeared in 

the dark void. She didn't dare to look away, as if she was afraid that the figure would disappear 

again.Yunzhu heaved a sigh of relief and looked at Su Zimo, who was on the peak of Jianmu Mountain, 

somewhat reproachfully."He seems to have become stronger?"Jun Yu looked at the dark void and 

murmured softly.On the Demon Domain's side.Feng Cantian and the others finally relaxed and 

smiled.Although Araki Takeshi was only Wu Dao's true body, if Araki Takeshi died, there might be a huge 

turmoil in the Heaven Barren Sect!On the peak of Jianmu Mountain, Immortal King Ling Long also 



heaved a sigh of relief when she saw that Araki Takeshi was fine.However, she looked at the dark void 

with a confused expression.Even with her knowledge and knowledge, she couldn't see how Wu Dao's 

true body came back to life.She could only roughly determine that after this incident, Wu Dao's true 

body had evolved a grotto-heaven that belonged to him!Beside the Divine Tree of Jianmu.Wu Dao's true 

body, wearing a silver mask, slowly walked out of the dark void. He was wearing a purple robe and 

looked no different from before.However, Immortal King Qing Yang and the others could clearly sense 

that Araki Takeshi had become even more terrifying at this moment!They could sense the aura of a 

grotto-heaven from Araki Takeshi's body!"Grotto-Heaven Realm?"All the Immortal Kings frowned with 

solemn expressions.The dark cave on Araki Takeshi's body was strange and ever-changing. It was as if it 

had merged with his entire body, and was faintly discernible."How could this be?"The Immortal Kings 

were puzzled. Out of caution, they didn't act rashly. 

 

The Heavenly Abode created by Araki Takeshi in front of them seemed to be vastly different from the 

Heavenly Abodes they knew!Normally speaking, the shattering of a cultivator's Dao Fruit occurred 

outside their body.After all, the shattering of a Dao Fruit would release a tremendous amount of energy 

that could even pierce through the void. If it was placed inside one's body, it would be enough to blast 

one's physical body into ashes!Before he could form his Grotto-Heaven, he had already died.In other 

words, when a cultivator became an Immortal King, they would form a Heavenly Abode outside their 

body.Although the Grotto-Heaven was outside the body, it was closely related to the body. With the 

help of the Grotto-Heaven, one could connect to the Heavens and plunder the Heaven and Earth Yuan 

Qi.And Araki Takeshi's Grotto-Heaven seemed to be located within his body?Inner Grotto-Heaven?In 

fact, the Martial Dao True Body's Paradise was neither external nor internal.To be precise, Wu Dao's 

Paradise was his Grotto-Heaven!The reborn Wu Dao's Paradise was already indistinguishable from this 

Grotto-Heaven!Wu Dao's Paradise had returned to the world as a Grotto-Heaven!In terms of cultivation 

level, Wu Dao's Paradise was still at the True Martial Realm, and the real Wu Dao's body was at the 

perfected level.However, with the help of the real Wu Dao's body's uniqueness, he had formed his 

Grotto-Heaven in another way and become a Demon King first!Because his Dao Body was the Dao Fruit, 

no one could replicate this path.Eternal Night Immortal King narrowed his eyes and said faintly, "Araki 

Takeshi, you're still alive. You do have some tricks up your sleeve. From the looks of it, you seem to have 

profited from a disaster? ""Amitabha."Heavenly King Luoshen said slowly, "Since Araki Takeshi is still 

alive, we can just kill him again.""That's right!"Azure Sun Immortal King said in a low voice, "Everyone, 

let's work together. There can't be any mistakes this time!"In a few words, the 19 peerless Immortal 

Kings once again propped up their Grotto-Heavens and surrounded Wu Dao's Paradise!"You still want to 

kill me?"Wu Dao's Paradise looked at the 19 peerless Immortal Kings charging over and shook his head 

slightly. He said calmly, "You're too naive!"As soon as he finished speaking, Wu Dao's Paradise also 

launched a counterattack. 

 

Without any unnecessary movements, he raised his hand and punched Heavenly King Luoshen, who was 

charging over!This punch not only contained Wu Dao's techniques, but also the power of this new 

Grotto-Heaven!Boom!Wu Dao's Paradise's fist collided with Heavenly King Luoshen's Paradise.In fact, 

this was also the collision between Wu Dao's Paradise and Heavenly King Luoshen's Paradise.Heaven 

and earth trembled as if letting out a sorrowful cry.The two sides were in a stalemate in mid-air for a 

moment. Heavenly King Luoshen's expression changed drastically!His Paradise could not hold on any 

longer. Cracks appeared faintly on it, and it could collapse at any time."How is this possible?""Araki 



Takeshi has just been crowned as the King of Grotto-Heavens. It's just a small Grotto-Heaven. My 

Paradise can't even withstand it?"Heavenly King Luoshen was shocked and furious.The reason Wu Dao's 

Paradise could unleash such an attack was not just because of a small Grotto-Heaven.It was because of 

the perfected True Wu Dao body and the small Grotto-Heaven that he could unleash such shocking 

power!At the same time, Wu Dao's Paradise's Paradise launched a counterattack. Including the first 

punch, he threw 19 punches in succession, targeting the 19 Immortal Kings present!When he was at the 

perfected True Martial Realm, Wu Dao's Paradise's Paradise could suppress the Paradise's Paradise 

Immortal Kings.Now, Wu Dao's Paradise's Paradise's Paradise's power had skyrocketed, and he could 

completely suppress the peerless Immortal Kings present!The moment he transformed into his Paradise, 

the situation of this battle had completely changed!Boom! Boom! Boom!A series of loud bangs shook 

heaven and earth.The void beneath the Divine Builder Tree was constantly being torn apart.The Abodes 

of the 19 peerless Immortal Kings were struck by Wu Dao's true body to the point they were on the 

verge of collapse, and they were utterly unable to resist!"How can he be so powerful?"The nineteen 

supreme Immortal Kings were shocked.Even though the peerless Immortal Kings had surrounded Wu 

Dao's main body, in reality, they were already facing a situation where they could collapse at any 

moment.As long as one of them showed signs of cowardice and chose to retreat, the rest of the 

supreme Immortal Kings might follow suit and retreat. 

 

The nineteen supreme immortal kings were still hesitating.After all, Araki Takeshi had just stepped into 

the Grotto-Heaven realm, and they had been famous for many years. Now that there were nineteen 

Immortal Kings joining forces, it was really not good for them to retreat.While Green Sun Immortal King 

and the others were hesitating, Wu Dao's true body didn't give them any time to think."Swallow!"Wu 

Dao opened his Heavenly Abode and shouted.His figure seemed to have disappeared, and a huge and 

strange dark Grotto-Heaven appeared in midair. It kept spinning, pulling and tearing apart the 

surrounding nineteen Grotto-Heavens.The nineteen Grotto-Heavens were already on the verge of 

collapse under the counterattack of Wu Dao's true body just now.Now, being torn apart by this huge 

force, they couldn't hold on at all and completely collapsed.The endless power of the Grotto-Heavens 

was devoured by Wu Dao's Dark Grotto-Heaven!Some broken fragments of the Grotto-Heavens were 

even devoured by Wu Dao's Dark Grotto-Heaven!Normal Grotto-Heavens were connected to the 

heavens and the three realms. They could crazily plunder and absorb the essence energy between 

heaven and earth, remove impurities, and refine them, allowing the Grotto-Heaven to gradually grow.As 

for Wu Dao's Grotto-Heaven, it was an anomaly that had already jumped out of the three realms!It was 

very difficult for this Grotto-Heaven to grow even if it absorbed the essence energy of heaven and 

earth.Only by absorbing and refining Dao arts and devouring other Grotto-Heavens could it transform! 

 


